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Dear Richard 
 
Applications for Authorisation A91332 and A91333 – Additional Information 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you on 27 November 2012.  Further to that meeting, we 
have set out below some additional information to assist the Commission.  It falls into three broad 
categories: 
 

• Asian Network Redesign; 
• Form of Tasman Capacity Commitment; and 
• Public Benefits. 

 
Emirates will provide a further submission on public benefits and competitor reactions to the Proposed 
Conduct later today or early next week. 
 
As this letter contains commercially sensitive information, we request that it be treated as confidential 
by the Commission and not disclosed to any third parties. 
 

1. Proposed Singapore/Asian Network Redesign 
 
Qantas’ Asian network has been struggling for several years, primarily due to Qantas’ significant cost 
disadvantages, limited intra-Asia traffic rights and sub-optimal scheduling (due to its use of Singapore 
as a ‘mini-hub’ for its European services rather than as focussed Australia-Asia services – see below).  
In light of this, Qantas has explored a number of alternatives, including partnering with a local Asian 
carrier or establishing its own regionally based premium carrier.  For various reasons, these options 
have not been commercially viable (as reflected in the strategy and Board documents provided to the 
Commission previously).  
 
The Proposed Conduct has therefore provided Qantas with a timely opportunity to redress some of 
these deficiencies in the Asian network, while at the same time providing the only way for Qantas to 
retain its two daily A380 services to London.   
 
As the Commission is aware, Qantas has shifted its hub for London flying from Singapore to Dubai 
effective 31 March 2013.  On 4 October 2012, Qantas published this new operating schedule (subject 
to remaining regulatory approvals).  The timing of scheduling seasons and the need to apply for slots 
and other regulatory approvals, together with the requirement to publish a schedule which can be 
made available to consumers, mean that the shift to Dubai had to be implemented unilaterally by 
Qantas, prior to the substantive Proposed Conduct being authorised.   
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The proposed changes are designed to place Qantas in the best competitive position, by enabling it to 
offer a comprehensive network to Europe (in conjunction with Emirates).  It also permits Qantas to, for 
the first time, focus on Australia-Singapore/Asia point to point traffic.  As mentioned below, this is a 
crucial selling proposition for premium corporate passengers. 
 
The proposed Asian network redesign will deliver a number of significant benefits including the ability 
for Qantas to offer at least 42% more dedicated capacity to Singapore, at least 26% more dedicated 
capacity to Thailand and improved timing and connectivity from both ports.  This would not have 
occurred as quickly without the Proposed Conduct and will not be sustainable without the Proposed 
Conduct (primarily because of the significantly lower losses from Qantas’ European operations 
combined with Emirates’ support to sell the significantly increased dedicated capacity to Asia).   
 
This is one of the reasons why the Proposed Conduct is an urgent strategic imperative for Qantas.  It 
enables Qantas to continue to offer a global network proposition, by preserving European operations 
in addition to facilitating the focus on Asia.  In the counterfactual, Qantas would not be able to offer 
both or would only be able to offer both on a far less sustainable basis.   
 
Increased Dedicated Capacity to Singapore 
 
Importantly, the changes to the Asian network will make it possible for Qantas to focus on flying to, 
rather than through, Singapore as part of the business imperative to better service Asia.   
 
Qantas has chosen not to apply for its historical evening slots in Singapore which have been used for 
the London A380 services.  Currently, all Australia-Singapore flying is designed to hub in Singapore to 
permit passengers (eg from Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth) to connect to the A380s operating to 
London (late in the evening).  By shifting European flying via Dubai, Qantas will have the ability to 
redeploy A330 aircraft operating to Singapore to times which much better suit Australia-
Singapore/Asia passengers.  Most of these new services will operate from Australia in the morning, 
permitting same day connections from Singapore to other Asian destinations. 
 
As a result of the use of dedicated A330 aircraft between Australia and Singapore, the overall seat 
capacity allocated to Singapore will increase substantially.   
 
Further detail about the proposed network redesign is set out in the Confidential Table provided at our 
meeting (replicated below) and in Confidential Figures 1 and 2 following.  
 
[REDACTED - COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE] 
 
Previously, Qantas would dedicate 60-80% of seats to/from Singapore to through traffic to Europe.  
Going forward, Qantas will be offering more seats in direct competition with Singapore Airlines.  This 
is critical in the context of the intensely competitive Australia-Singapore routes, discussed further 
below. 
 
A330’s are the smallest aircraft that can operate between Australia-Singapore.  In order to remain 
viable Qantas has to maintain a daily service and it is therefore highly unlikely that any of this new 
capacity will be withdrawn. 
 
Improved Scheduling and Connectivity of Qantas Group Services 
 
As mentioned earlier, Qantas will retime its Australia-Singapore services to arrive in Singapore earlier, 
giving passengers a far greater ability to connect to a range of destinations within Asia using Qantas’ 
codeshare and interline partners as well as third party carriers.   
 
Based on current schedules offered by other carriers, these earlier arrival times would facilitate 
connections using Qantas’ codeshare and interline partners to the following destinations (currently not 
available at all): 
 

• Jetstar Asia’s service to Hangzhou; 
• Cathay Pacific’s service to Hong Kong; 
• Jetstar’s service to Beijing; 
• Jetstar Asia’s service to Phnom Penh; 
• Jet Airways’ service to Mumbai; 
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• Jetstar Asia’s service to Bangkok; and 
• Jetstar Asia’s service to Kuala Lumpur. 

 
As noted below, while Qantas operates services to London via Singapore it would not be able to 
unilaterally implement these network changes to facilitate intra-group connectivity.  The Proposed 
Conduct directly facilitates these schedule changes occurring much quicker than in the counterfactual 
and will materially assist with the sustainability and success of those changes and the expedited 
delivery of significant associated benefits. 
 
The Proposed Conduct also provides passengers flying to Singapore with more choice of flights, with 
the Qantas operated services operating to Singapore in the morning and the Emirates services from 
Brisbane and Melbourne operating in the afternoon. 
 
Improved Scheduling and Connectivity Between Emirates and Qantas Group Services 
 
The Proposed Conduct will also facilitate better connections between Emirates’ services inbound to 
Singapore and onward Jetstar Asia services.  Improved connectivity and passenger feed is expected 
to result in Jetstar Asia’s services becoming more sustainable and/or expanding over the longer term.  
Importantly, improved connectivity between Qantas Group and Emirates services would not be 
possible at all without the Proposed Conduct. 
 
In the absence of anti-trust immunity in all relevant jurisdictions, Qantas/Jetstar and Emirates have 
not yet commenced detailed discussions about schedule coordination.  In any event, given the 
constantly evolving nature of the various carriers’ schedules and operational considerations, the exact 
changes that will arise will only be known when detailed discussions have taken place in light of the 
schedules applicable at that time.  Having said this, however, it is possible now to identify real 
potential benefits from schedule coordination.   
 
Seamless transfer between services which would not otherwise connect will be facilitated as a result 
of the Proposed Conduct.  For example, the Proposed Conduct may facilitate the retiming of the 
following current mis-connections (based on published schedules in the sample week of 17 February 
2013 with a northbound MCT of 1 hour 45 minutes and a southbound MCT of 2 hours 30 minutes): 

 
• the Emirates service from Brisbane arriving in Singapore at 0810 would miss Jetstar Asia 

connections: 
• to Phuket, departing Singapore at 0825; 
• to Hong Kong, departing Singapore at 0900; 
• to Yangon, departing Singapore at 0910; 
• to Hanoi, departing Singapore at 0915; 

 
• both the Jetstar Asia service from Hong Kong arriving in Singapore at 1450 and the Jetstar Asia 

service from Phnom Penh arriving in Singapore at 1510 would miss the Emirates service to 
Brisbane departing at 1515; 
 

• the Jetstar Asia service from Kuala Lumpur arriving in Singapore at 2205 would miss the Emirates 
service to Melbourne departing at 2225; 
 

• both the Jetstar Asia service from Taipei arriving in Singapore at 2040 and the Jetstar Asia 
service from Phnom Penh arriving in Singapore at 2125 would miss the Emirates service to Dubai 
departing Singapore at 2135; and 

 
• the following Jetstar Asia services: 

• from Taipei, arriving in Singapore at 0025; 
• from Bangkok, arriving in Singapore at 0040; 
• from Phuket, arriving in Singapore at 0050; and 
• from Manila, arriving in Singapore at 0055 

would all miss the Emirates service to Dubai departing Singapore at 0120. 
 
Significantly Improved Ability to Compete Against Singapore Airlines 
 
The above changes will allow Qantas to better compete against Singapore Airlines, on intensely 
competitive routes.  As the Commission is aware, Singapore Airlines is the main carrier providing 
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services between Australia and Singapore.  As set out in the submission, Singapore Airlines had a 
share of 49.4% of all traffic between Australia and Singapore (as at June 2012).  Updated market 
share information for the twelve months to September 2012 is set out below.  The market share of the 
Singapore Airlines Group is 58%. 

 
Table 2: Updated Share Data For Total Passengers On Australia-Singapore Services 

 
Carrier Number of 

Passengers 
Market Share 

Singapore Airlines 316,165 48% 

Silk Air 1,097 0% 

Scoot 41,884 6% 

Tiger 23,713 4% 

Qantas 145,769 22% 

Jetstar 36,446 6% 

Jetstar Asia 17,530 3% 

Emirates 39,455 6% 

Etihad 5,881 1% 

British Airways 10,660 2% 

 
Source: ABS, twelve months to Sep 12 
 
 

Table 3: Frequency and Capacity Share Data For Australia-Singapore Services  
 

Carrier Frequency Seats Per 
Week 

Frequency 
Share 

Capacity 
Share 

Singapore 
Airlines 

108 36,730 49% 51% 

Silk Air 4 532 2% 1% 

Scoot 12 3,744 5% 5% 

Tiger 7 1,260 3% 2% 

Qantas 42 15,913 19% 22% 

Jetstar 15 3,792 7% 5% 

Jetstar 
Asia 

7 1,260 3% 2% 

Emirates 14 5,600 6% 8% 

Etihad 3 699 1% 1% 

British 
Airways 

7 2,184 3% 3% 

 
  Source: OAG, sample week in Nov 12 
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Table 4: Market Share Data for Melbourne-Singapore 

 
Carrier Number of 

Passengers 
Market Share 

Singapore Airlines 75,586 49% 

Qantas 27,132 17% 

Jetstar 23,641 15% 

Emirates 23,314 15% 

Other 5,528 4% 

 
  Source: ABS, 12 months to Sep 12 

 
 
 
 

Table 5: Market Share Data for Brisbane-Singapore 
 

Carrier Number of 
Passengers 

Market Share 

Singapore Airlines 47,733 51% 

Qantas 18,051 19% 

Emirates 15,745 17% 

Etihad 5,677 6% 

Other 5,653 6% 

 
Source: ABS, 12 months to Sep 12 

 
The Applicants note that Etihad will commence daily services between Brisbane-Singapore from 1 
February 2013. 
 
Singapore Airlines’ position needs to be considered in the context of Qantas’ market share for 
Australia-Singapore services having decreased by 25% since 2001.   
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Figure 3: Qantas Market Share Australia-Singapore Services 
 

`  
 
Source: ABS. Note the above graph reflects only Qantas operated services, not Jetstar or Jetstar Asia operated 
services. 

 
Figure 4: Qantas Capacity Share on Australia-Singapore Services 

 

 
 

Source:  Published schedule and includes total seats for all direct carriers operating between Australia-Singapore. 
Note the above graph reflects only Qantas operated services, not Jetstar or Jetstar Asia operated services. 

 
Singapore Airlines’ share is expected to grow even further as a result of its additional capacity 
announcements and the expansion of its wholly owned subsidiary Scoot in Australia.  The Singapore 
Airlines Group has substantially increased services between Singapore and Australia, from 
September 2011 to September 2012, as illustrated in Table 6 below.  
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Table 6: Recent Capacity Increases by Singapore Airline Group  
on Singapore-Australia Services  

 

Carrier Routes 
Weekly Frequencies (Two Way) 

Change 
Sep 2011 Sep 2012 

Singapore 
Airlines (SQ) 

SIN-SYD 56 56 - 

SIN-MEL 42 42 - 

SIN-BNE 38 42 +4 

SIN-PER 34 42 +8 

SIN-ADL 14 20 +6 

Silk Air (MI) SIN-DRW - 8 +8 

Scoot (TZ) SIN-SYD - 14 +14 

SIN-OOL - 10 +10 

Tiger Airways 
(TR) SIN-PER 14 16 +2 

Total  198 250 +52 

 

Source: OAG Schedules Data 
 
Singapore Airlines and its short haul subsidiary Silk Air provide the main full service hub proposition in 
Singapore, offering unparalleled connectivity.  Singapore is also a highly competitive low cost hub 
with the short haul network of Tiger Airways (part owned by Singapore Airlines) and the fast growing 
long haul low cost carrier Scoot (fully owned by Singapore Airlines).  Both these airlines operate to 
Australia and use Singapore to connect passengers throughout the region.  While they operate on the 
pure low cost model, they have put significant pressure on prices in the economy cabins of full service 
carriers like Qantas and Emirates.  For Singapore Airlines, these developments will be complemented 
by the recent expansion of Virgin Australia’s codesharing on Singapore Airlines’ services.1 
 
Recognising that it was unable to compete with this proposition, Qantas sought unsuccessfully to 
establish its own regional premium airline based in Singapore.  While Qantas has been identifying 
and exploring solutions to its Asian network problems, Singapore Airlines has had the benefit of a 
distracted competitor.  The Proposed Conduct will enable Qantas to immediately sharpen its 
competitive focus.  The additional dedicated Australia-Singapore capacity being offered by Qantas will 
allow both the Qantas Group and Emirates to better compete against Singapore Airlines.  As the table 
below shows, the network redesign bolsters the Qantas Group/Emirates ability to compete against 
Singapore Airlines’ considerable frequency advantages.  
 
[REDACTED - COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE] 
 
In addition to offering better timed Qantas operated services, Qantas will be able to market its code 
on Emirates’ services to Singapore.  This means that both carriers can offer double daily frequencies 
between Singapore and each of Melbourne and Brisbane.  This capability would not be possible at all 
without the Proposed Conduct and will significantly increase competition against Singapore Airlines 
on these routes.  In addition, working together there is a much better prospect that Emirates’ 

                                                      
1 Subject to regulatory approvals.  ‘SIA and Virgin Australia announce codeshare expansion’ Virgin Australia Media Release 20 
November 2012. Available: http://www.virginaustralia.com/au/en/about-us/media/2012/SIA-VA-ANNOUNCE-CODESHARE-
EXPA/ 
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Singapore-Australia services will be profitable on a stand-alone basis and therefore retained in the 
long term (rather than replaced by direct Dubai-Australia services). 
 
There is no ability or incentive for the respective airline groupings – Singapore Airlines/Scoot/Silk 
Air/Tiger and Qantas Group/Emirates – to engage in coordinated conduct in respect of any route.  
The additional capacity on the Australia-Singapore routes being introduced by Qantas will drive a 
significant competitive response as all carriers vie to fill available capacity.  In addition, carriers offer 
distinct products through vastly different business models and cost bases and constraint is imposed 
by fifth freedom operators (such as Etihad and British Airways) and the threat of new entry (which 
would be facilitated by the fact that liberal air services agreements between Australia and Singapore 
allow unrestricted capacity, as detailed in the submission).  Moreover, as Singapore’s home carrier, 
Singapore Airlines has strong incentive to compete aggressively against the Qantas Group and 
Emirates.  It is in Singapore Airlines’ direct interests to expand and promote Singapore as a midpoint 
hub, rather than engage in any coordinated conduct that would restrict capacity or increase fares. 
 
The Proposed Conduct will not create the potential for any ‘bottlenecks’ in respect of connections to 
or through Singapore.  This is for two main reasons – firstly, there are several other major ports 
actively competing to provide a hub for intra-Asia and other services (see, for instance, the map in 
Attachment 1 which demonstrates that Hong Kong is a far more viable choice of hub for connections 
from Australia to India; see also the announcements in Attachment 2 in relation to the recent 
expansion of Kuala Lumpur International Airport. Secondly, the Qantas Group has a limited intra-Asia 
network so would have no ability to reduce or control through-traffic capacity to onward destinations.  
To the contrary, the additional dedicated Australia-Singapore capacity will facilitate more competition 
for connections through Singapore.   
 
Increased Dedicated Capacity to Thailand 
 
Qantas operated services between Sydney and Bangkok will be re-timed as part of the Asian network 
redesign.  The Sydney-Bangkok flight which currently arrives in Bangkok at 1935 (for the Northern 
Winter 2012) will be retimed to arrive between 1610 and 1630 for Northern Summer 2013 (this is still 
subject to final slot negotiation).  The Bangkok-Sydney flight currently departs at 2130 (for the 
Northern Winter 2012 season) but will be retimed to depart at either 1825 or 1845 (for the Northern 
Summer 2013 season (this is still subject to final slot negotiation).  The changes to the Bangkok 
schedule, currently intended to be announced in early January 2012, will be effective from April 2013. 
 
The new timings for flights between Sydney and Bangkok reflect that there will not be any onward 
connections to London on British Airways in light of the termination of the Joint Services Agreement.   
This will also result in an increase of 26% in Qantas’ dedicated point to point capacity between 
Sydney and Bangkok as set out in the table below.  This significant increase in available capacity will 
drive competitive response from the incumbent, Thai Airlines. 
 
[REDACTED - COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE] 
 
Like for Singapore, this will result in improved connectivity on Qantas Group codeshare and interline 
services from Bangkok to other destinations.  For example, connections on partner airlines from 
Bangkok that are not currently possible but will be facilitated through the new earlier arrival time 
include: 
 

• Dhaka; 
• Siam Reap; 
• Beijing; 
• Guangzhou; 
• Chiang Mai; 
• Koh Samui; 
• Phuket; 
• Karachi; 
• Yangon; 
• Hong Kong; and  
• Colombo. 

 
Likewise, connections from various Asian destinations to the newly timed Qantas departure from 
Bangkok will be facilitated.  Inbound flights to Bangkok which will be able to join the Sydney flight 
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include those from Phnom Penh, Siam Reap, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Chiang Mai and Koh 
Samui. 
 
Qantas and Emirates will be able to market a double daily service between Sydney and Bangkok.  
This is one of the key ways in which the Proposed Conduct will enable the Applicants to better 
compete for both corporate and leisure traffic against the main carrier on the route, Thai Airways 
(despite Thai Airways retaining a significant cost advantage over Qantas).  As set out in the 
submission, Thai Airways had a market share of 40.2% of all traffic between Australia and Thailand 
(as at June 2012).  More recent market share information for September 2012 is set out below.  
 

Table 9: Updated Market Share Data For Total Passengers On Australia-Thailand Services 
 

Carrier Number of 
Passengers 

Market Share 

Thai Airways 288,761 41% 

Qantas 44,137 6% 

Jetstar 98,908 14% 

Emirates 19,623 3% 

Virgin Australia 23,300 4% 

Singapore Airlines 81,287 11% 

Malaysia Airlines 34,108 5% 

Air Asia X 46,005 6% 

 
Source: ABS, 12 months to Sep 12 

 
Table 10: Market Share Data for Sydney-Bangkok 

 
Carrier Number of 

Passengers 
Market Share 

Thai Airways 88,827 47% 

Qantas 37,158 20% 

Emirates 17,251 9% 

Other 43,789 23% 

 
Source: ABS, 12 months to Sep 12 

 
2. Asia in the Counterfactual 

 
The Proposed Conduct will directly assist the timeliness, sustainability and success of the network 
redesign described above and therefore the delivery of significant associated public benefits.   
 
Several important aspects of the network redesign would not take place at all without the Proposed 
Conduct.  These include: 
 

• schedule coordination between the Qantas Group and Emirates in relation to facilitating 
connections through Singapore and Thailand; 
 

• the ability for each of Qantas and Emirates to sell a double daily frequency between each of 
Brisbane and Melbourne and Singapore and between Sydney and Bangkok; and 
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• Qantas being able to draw on Emirates’ sales and marketing and passenger feed to support 

the significantly increased dedicated capacity to Singapore and Thailand. 
 
The additional capacity combined with the above will deliver significant consumer benefits, including 
an enhanced ability to compete against the main carriers Singapore Airlines and Thai Airways on the 
respective routes.  In relation to Australia-Singapore services in particular, a double daily offer is the 
minimum required to properly serve the Singapore corporate market – offering choice of departures in 
the morning and afternoon.  Without this, Qantas would be at a substantial disadvantage to Singapore 
Airlines which offers three flights per day to both Melbourne and Brisbane. 
 

3. Proposed Tasman Capacity Commitment 
 

The Tasman is a highly competitive market characterised by significant price sensitivity.  
Approximately 80% of the traffic falls in the leisure or visiting friends and relatives category.  While 
capacity has grown over the last few years, seat factors have fallen with the current Tasman seat 
factor at approximately 75% - leaving significant room for market growth before the Tasman is in any 
way capacity constrained. 
 
The Proposed Conduct will allow the Applicants to optimise their respective networks and remove 
wing-tip to wing-tip flying on overlapping routes to offer a more even spread of services across the 
schedule.  The currently fixed single daily Emirates services into Auckland and Christchurch will be 
integrated into the Qantas network in a way that will enhance the value of that capacity.  In addition, 
increasing the Applicants' overall combined feeder traffic may facilitate the introduction of potential 
new services including new direct Qantas operated services between Adelaide and Auckland 
(currently only operated by Air New Zealand). 
 
If the Proposed Conduct is authorised the Applicants will remain constrained by the main operators; 
Air New Zealand and Virgin Australia, the other fifth freedom carriers operating on the route, including 
LAN and China Airlines and the prospect of new entry (particularly by Etihad, potentially in 
collaboration with Virgin Australia and Air New Zealand, and Qatar Airways).  The Proposed Conduct 
will not enhance the ability or incentive for coordinated effects between airline cooperative 
arrangements operating on the trans-Tasman particularly given the price sensitivity of the majority of 
passengers and the substantial excess capacity on the route. 
 
In addition, to ensure there is no risk of any anti-competitive effect, the Applicants have offered a 
commitment not to reduce overall Tasman capacity on the draft basis set out in Annexure L to the 
Submission (Capacity Commitment).  The Applicants framed the Capacity Commitment in an effort 
to preserve flexibility for the adjustment and profitable redeployment of capacity across the network 
while ensuring that the overlapping routes continue to be appropriately serviced.   
 
The Commission has asked whether the Capacity Commitment should incorporate a requirement that 
the Applicants’ increase capacity in accordance with a specified growth factor.  In the Applicants’ 
view, the Capacity Commitment offered is appropriate and such a requirement is unnecessary.  There 
are a number of reasons for this view.  The first is that internal projections show that demand on the 
Tasman is relatively flat.  Load factors for Tasman services for Qantas are currently around 75% for 
Qantas and 67% for Emirates.  This means that there is significant scope for growth in passenger 
volumes before the services become constrained.  Even if we adopt the Tourism Forecasting 
Committee’s forecast of a 5 year CGAR of 2.6%, (which we consider is too high), the combined 
Qantas and Emirates seat factor would still remain well under the level that presents any capacity 
constraint concerns. 
 
The Capacity Commitment will provide Australian and New Zealand consumers with certainty that 
would not be possible without the Proposed Conduct.  The parties are very happy to discuss the exact 
terms of the Capacity Commitment with the Commission to ensure it addresses all issues the 
Commission may have.   
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4. Public Benefits 
 

Emirates is preparing a submission on public benefits to be provided early next week.  We provide the 
following comments in addition. 
 
Market Stimulation 
 
In the absence of anti-trust approval in all relevant jurisdictions, Qantas and Emirates have not yet 
been able to discuss and agree on a specific approach to pricing on any routes.  At this stage it is 
therefore not possible to provide specific details on how demand is likely to be stimulated by tactical 
or non-tactical price structures.   
 
However, by way of general observation based on Qantas’ commercial expert experience, it is noted 
that when there is an increase in dedicated capacity to a destination it is more likely that a wider 
range of price points will be offered as a result of more inventory becoming available.  Moreover, it is 
generally the case that increased capacity leads to demand being stimulated through lower fares.  An 
example of this in another context was the introduction of the A380 onto the Sydney-Hong Kong route 
earlier in 2012.  To help to fill this increased capacity, Qantas offered a one way fare for $380 which 
was below the usual sharp sale fare of $888 return. 
 
The increase in Qantas’ dedicated capacity to Singapore and Thailand will mean that Qantas is 
incentivised to generate demand, with the primary lever being price.   
 
In an environment where carriers are able to coordinate on price and capacity, sales can be targeted 
across the joint capacity.  For example, in the scenario where Qantas had empty seats to fill in April 
and June but not May, but Emirates had seats to fill in May, both carriers could combine availability 
and stimulate travel across the entire three month period.  Without the ability to coordinate, the 
likelihood of market stimulation would be reduced because the window for available travel will be 
more limited– passengers are less likely to find a cheap fare on a suitable date and are therefore less 
likely to travel at all.  As a general principle, coordination is therefore more likely to better stimulate 
demand because of the additional capacity and flexibility across inventory that becomes available. 
 
Potential New Routes 
 
As described above, Adelaide-Auckland has been identified as a potential new service that could only 
be offered as a direct result of the Proposed Conduct.  However, this opportunity would only become 
feasible if Qantas’ capacity currently used for Sydney-Auckland services could be reallocated to 
Emirates operated services such that the 737 aircraft could be redeployed.  More opportunities may 
be identified if and when detailed discussions with Emirates can commence. 
 
At the time the Applicants announced the Proposed Conduct it was noted that there is a possibility 
that, working together, Qantas may be able to offer an Australia-Dubai-Berlin service.  This would be 
dependent on delivery of new generation B787-9 aircraft.  There is no ability for Qantas alone to offer 
such a service without the support and feed from Emirates.  The reason why a Qantas service may be 
feasible is that there is no additional capacity under the UAE-Germany Air Services Agreement.  
 
Improved Connectivity and New Online Itineraries 
 
The Proposed Conduct will facilitate connections for inbound Emirates international passengers to 
regional Australia (such as to Cairns and Uluru) and New Zealand (such as to Queenstown).  
Emirates will be able to sell new online itineraries, in key inbound markets such as Germany, which 
would today only be offered through interlining.   
 
The Proposed Conduct will also facilitate improved connectivity for outbound Qantas passengers.  
New one stop connectivity will be provided for Qantas passengers travelling on Emirates operated 
services from Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, Sydney and Adelaide to destinations in Europe such as 
Dublin, Glasgow, London Gatwick, Manchester and Newcastle.  Qantas’ regional customers travelling 
from other ports in Australia will also be able to access these destinations on two-stop (previously 
three-stop) itineraries.  Examples include Canberra to Dublin, Olympic Dam to Manchester and 
Gladstone to Glasgow. 
 
Significant time savings will be provided on key business destinations for Qantas customers.  For 
example, compared with Qantas’ current offering, the Proposed Conduct will enable travel to Zurich 
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from Canberra with an approximate time saving of 3 hours, from Melbourne with an approximate time 
saving of 5 hours and from Sydney with an approximate time saving of 4 hours.  Similarly, the 
Proposed Conduct will allow Qantas passengers to travel to Amsterdam from Canberra with an 
approximate time saving of 5 hours and from Melbourne with an approximate time saving of 2 hours. 
 
Please contact me on (02) 9691 5515 if you would like to discuss this letter.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 

Anna Pritchard 
Head of Legal - Competition 
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Singapore is the bigger hub for India, driven by the codeshare relationship with 9W
However, HKG is also an important connection point

FY13 Australia‐India traffic over HKG and SIN

Passengers Jul‐2012 Aug‐2012 Sep‐2012 Oct‐2012 FY13 YTD

Over HKG 436                  309                  390                  425                  1,560               Qantas passengers connecting on CX and KA interline

Over SIN on QF code 1,750               1,458               1,425               1,446               6,079               Qantas passengers connecting on 9W codeshare services

Over SIN on other carrier code 1,396               1,504               1,527               1,444               5,871               This traffic is mostly driven by the reciprical codeshare 
arrangement with 9W (i.e. mostly 9W pax who then travel 
down on  QF to Australia from SIN)

Almost 4 times as many pax use SIN to 
transit to India than HKG, but this is mostly 
driven by our codeshare relationship with 

9W rather than the hub’s natural 
connections

Source: Worldnet
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...establishment of the first upscale Japan’s factory outlet in South
East Asia
 
KUALA LUMPUR – Malaysia Airports is pleased to announce that it has entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Mitsui Fudosan Co. Ltd.,
Japan (Mitsui) to develop an upscale factory outlet park to be known as Mitsui
Outlet Park KLIA on an approximately 50 acres of land at KLIA, Sepang. The
outlet park will be developed complete with F&B and entertainment facilities
as its complementary components based on strong themed attractions i.e.
Knowledge and Attractions, Prime Time Complex and World Food Expo.
 
Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA, the first Mitsui outlet park in South East Asia and the

14th for Mitsui, will be developed over three phases at an estimated gross
development cost of about RM335 million. It will boast a total lettable area of
about 47,000 square meters upon full completion, thus positioning the outlet
park as the largest within Mitsui's stable of outlet parks. The first phase of
development is expected to begin within the first quarter of next year and is
expectedto open its doors to the public by end of 2014.
 
Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA will offer a wide selection of leading brands including
luxury brands, popular select shops, high grade and top Asian fashion, sports
& outdoor items, fashion accessories and gifts at prices that are guaranteed
to be below their recommended retail prices. More than 240 famous
international designer brands will be invited based on their presence in
existing Mitsui Outlet Parks in Japan and China.
 
In addition to popular European and American brands, the upscale outlet
park will also offer top Asian fashion from Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong and
Malaysia thus setting it apart from the other retail centers in Malaysia in
terms of breadth of brand diversity.
 
Mitsui, a leading real estate developer in Japan has been established since
1941 with global operations in US, UK, Singapore and China is mainly
engaged in the development of shopping centres, hotels, office complexes,
etc. The Company to date has 13  outlet parks (12 in Japan and 1 in China)
with the first outlet established in Osaka, Japan in 1995.
 
The MoU was signed today at Malaysia Airports Corporate Office by its Senior
General Manager, Muhamad Khair Mirza while Mr Masatoshi Satou, Managing
Officer of Mitsui Fudosan Co. Ltd., Japan signed on behalf of Mitsui, witnessed
by Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad, Managing Director of Malaysia Airports.
 
Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad said, “We are very honoured to be referred to Mitsui by
Malaysia Property Incorporated (MPI). This opportunity is intended to be the
pacesetter for the development of KLIA Aeropolis and will boost the
confidence of investors and developers in the commercial potential of KLIA
land. Malaysia Airports is pleased to form a strategic partnership with Mitsui
which has vast experience and proven track record in real estate development
including the development and management of factory outlets.”
 
He also added, “One of the most important benefits from this project is the

MALAYSIA AIRPORTS SIGNS MOU WITH MITSUI FUDOSAN CO.
LTD., JAPAN TO FURTHER EXPAND COMMERCIAL
OPPORTUNITIES
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opportunity to further expand our non-aeronautical or commercial revenue
base, in line with our "2010-2014 Business Direction: Runway to Success",
where commercial development is slated to be our main driver of revenue
and profitability growth.
 
Strategically located within the premise of KL International Airport (KLIA)
which is about 60 km south of the urban area of Kuala Lumpur City Center,
Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA will also prove to be a key attraction to more than 40
million passengers annually expected to connectthrough KLIA and klia2 next
year onwards.  The completion of the Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA in 2014 as well
as klia2 next year will greatly enhance the overall KLIA retail offering hub, in
line with the Government’s effort in transforming KLIA into a Retail Hub
under the EPP 12 of the Economic Transformation Programme (ETP). In
addition, Mitsui Outlet Park KLIA will place Malaysia and KLIA on the retail
tourism map as a destination of choice.
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SEPANG  –  Malaysia  Airports  announced  today  that  as  a  move  towards
creating a better opportunity and positioning for its Airport Hotel business, it
will be consolidating both its air side and land side hotels, and creating a new
brand identity for all the hotels it owns.  

Malaysia Airports' vision is to position the Airport Hotel services as a unique
and specialised product brand,  and to expand the offerings to the overseas
airport market. In line with its focus to grow the commercial business - as
outlined in its 5-year Business Direction under the banner Runway to Success
(2010-2014) – Malaysia Airports feels that the time is right to set a new
direction for the future growth of its hotel business.

Immediate plans will involve the creation of a new brand identity for 3 hotels,
the existing land side hotel (currently managed by Pan Pacific Hotels Group),
KLIA Air side Transit  Hotel  (ATH), and klia2 ATH that will  be ready at the
same time as klia2 Terminal in May next year. Meanwhile Malaysia Airports is
also in the process of upgrading its existing hotel facilities in the effort  to
provide the best possible service and experience to its hotel guests. The new
hotel brand will be ready for operational launch by 1 January 2013, starting
with the land side hotel currently known as Pan Pacific KLIA.

In  tandem  with  the  re-branding  exercise,  Malaysia  Airports  is  proud  to
announce that  all  three of its  hotels  will  assume the new brand  name of
'Sama-Sama'. Meaning  “togetherness”  and “you’re welcome” in  Malay, the
new  brand  will  see  the  airport  hotels  offer  an  environment  in  which
differences reside together – be they cultural, lingual or ethnic, similar to that
in Malaysia. It is intended as a place that connects all who pass through its
doors to a multifaceted experience.

With this new brand identity, fully owned subsidiary KL Airport Hotel Sdn Bhd
(KLAH) and Pan Pacific Hotels Group have mutually agreed not to extend the
Management Agreement for the land side hotel beyond 31 December 2012.

KLAH is fully committed to the continued success of their hotels as well as
the well-being and care of all their employees, guests and business partners.
The management has assured all staff that there will be no change in their
employment  status as a result  of  this  transition, as  all  staff  remain  legal
employees of KLAH.

Malaysia Airports further added that this new direction that the company is
taking also means new opportunities and possibilities of career growth for the
hotel associates in the future, as it expands its business beyond Malaysia in
the overseas ventures and offerings. The internal announcement to the staff
was well received as Malaysia Airports shared its plan for the airport hotels,
and seek continuous commitment from its staff in embarking on this exciting
journey of creating a niche and specialisation for its Airport Hotel business.

 

MALAYSIA AIRPORTS TO SET UP ITS OWN AIRPORT HOTEL
BRAND
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SEPANG – The nation’s aviation industry welcomes another landmark today
as the klia2 Skybridge, the first in Asia and only the third in the world, was
completed after the last piece of its structure was installed.

To mark the completion of the Skybridge construction, members of the media
and  key  stakeholders  were  invited  to  witness  the  installation  of  the  roof
thrust of the Skybridge structure, symbolizing the whole connection of the
Sky Bridge is completed.

The last piece of the bridge configured today will connect the bridge with the
Main Terminal Building at klia2. The Skybridge steel structures were erected
and  connected  in  stages  where  the  whole  bridge  was  divided  into  two
sections,  to  allow  for  full  passenger  segregation  implementation  at  the
terminal. Walkway at Level 3 is allocated for departing passengers and Level
3A is for arriving passengers.

Spanning  300  metres  with  60  metres  of  walkalators,  the  Skybridge  will
connect  the passenger terminal  building  to the satellite building, allowing
passengers to travel between these two points in just over five minutes.

The Skybridge was purposely built  to cross over the taxiway and features
glass wall, presenting passengers the opportunity to enjoy spectacular view
of the airside. The Skybridge will also give the added advantage of greater
aircraft manoeuvrability at the apron over a land bridge.

The contractor responsible for designing and constructing this iconic metal
structure that weighs about 3,050 metric tonnes is UEMC-Bina Puri.  

Overall, the mega purpose-built terminal is going to be completed in stages
and taking shape with the construction being about 70% completed and right
on track. Closely following  the completion  of the Skybridge are the roads
approaching  the terminal, which  are expected  to be completed  by end  of
November.

klia2 is the embodiment of Malaysia Airports’ continued commitment towards
operational excellence and passenger comfort and safety. The state of the art
facility  embedded  in  klia2  will  provide  the  necessary  leap  as  the  Next
Generation Hub, to further grow and strengthen the nation’s aviation sector.

 

THE FIRST SKYBRIDGE IN ASIA AT klia2 IS COMPLETED
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SEPANG – In its relentless effort to enhance its customer service, Malaysia
Airports launched three initiatives which will  further boost KL international
Airport (KLIA) service excellence.

The initiatives were launched today by YB Dato’ Sri Kong Cho Ha, Minister of
Transport witnessed by Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad, Managing Director of Malaysia
Airports.

Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad said, “Malaysia Airports is delighted to present three
service excellence initiatives towards achieving world-class service standard
and improved operational efficiencies - Customer Information Centre (CIC),
state-of-the-art flights information display system called Skymap and a Lost
and  Found  Centre. Service Excellence is  a key focus where we constantly
explore strategic  tools  and  efficient  ways  to enhance our service level  by
providing new experiences and world-class service standards at airports.”

Primarily,  CIC  serves  as  a  platform  for  Malaysia  Airports  to  showcase
information on the Company, as well as a branding opportunity for Malaysia
Airports.  CIC  provides  airport  users  information  and  updates  on  Malaysia
Airports’ business, the various facilities, services offered at the airport, and
commercial offerings. To add colours to the centre, CIC will also feature major
festive celebrations in Malaysia.

Beyond  KLIA,  CIC  will  provide  information  on  the  Company’s  historical
background, milestones and achievements, list  of  airports  it  manages and
operates, as  well  as  its expansion  plans such as the new low-cost  carrier
terminal - klia2.

CIC complements Malaysia Airports’ customer service personnel in providing
information  about  Malaysia  Airports  to  the  airport  users  with  easy  and
illustrative  display  of  information  that  includes  the  brand  new  high
technology Flight Information Display System – Skymap.

Skymap  is  a  state-of-the-art  tracking  system  that  tabulates  accurate
Estimated  Time  of  Arrival  (ETA)  from  different  airlines  to  display  flight
arrivals, in real time or predictive format with consideration for multiple legs
and stopovers. This is the first-of-its-kind flight information display system
which also incorporates real-time global weather patterns, local time, weather
and temperature at major or selected cities around the world.
Tan Sri  Bashir  Ahmad  said  that  flight  information  display systems are an
integral part of any airport operation, serving as the interface between the
airport and the passenger. “At Malaysia Airports, we constantly strive to be at
the forefront of airport technology and to provide our customers and airport
users a conducive and relevant airport experience.”

“To this end, skymap is KLIA’s next generation enhanced flight information
display system aimed at offering passengers and airport  users crisp, clear
and concise information on arriving and departing flights,” he said.

“We are very happy to be pioneering with Vestigia Malaysia in offering this
one-of-a-kind product to our airport users.  KLIA is the first airport in Asia to

MALAYSIA AIRPORTS CONTINUES RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF
SERVICE EXCELLENCE WITH LAUNCHING OF THREE INITIATIVES
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offer this cutting edge system. That skymap is a Malaysian developed product
is another point of pride for us at MAHB,” he added.

In line with Malaysia Airports’ continuous effort to bring an enhanced service
level and efficient operation standard, KLIA is upgrading its Lost and Found
service system for tracking lost items. Hence, at the same event, Malaysia
Airports also launched a one-stop Lost and Found Centre to further enhance
passenger experience and comfort at the airport.

The center which is located at Level 2 beside the Food Garden, is established
to standardize processes and procedure in handling Lost and Found items; in
regard  to its  disposal, retention  period, records and  ownership. From this
point  onwards, all  lost  item found  by any person  or the airport  agencies
personnel will be collected and kept in one place. The centre provides hassle
free services for the genuine owners to collect the found items.

Tan Sri Bashir said, “With the standardised  processes and procedures, we
hope  that  this  centre  will  better  facilitate  the  passengers  who  lost  their
personal belongings to report and reclaim the lost items. Malaysia Airports
will be working very closely with the relevant authorities such as Police and
Customs in managing any prohibited items and disposal of items according to
the relevant acts such as Police Act, Customs Act and Plant Quarantine Act.”

All  the three initiatives  ;  CIC, Skymap and  the Lost  & Found  Centre are
Malaysia Airports’  show of commitment to its customer – it  is the kind of
services  and  facilities  that  Malaysia  Airports  hopes  will  help  delight  the
passengers, to achieve its vision to become a world-class airport  business
and to position KLIA as a leader in the industry. 
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KUALA  LUMPUR  –  Malaysia  Airports  Holdings  Berhad  (MAHB)  today
announced the launch of their new enhanced online travel portal, flyKLIA.com
providing travellers with an even smarter planning tool to find the best flight
and hotel deals for their next holiday or business trip.

Dedicated  to  serve  the  needs  of  the  world’s  travellers,  flyKLIA  provides
unlimited flight options to any destination in the world at the cheapest price
and the best routes, with just a click of a button. Through flyKLIA, travellers
can immediately compare prices and choose their preferred route and airline
without the hassle of searching multiple websites. This includes delivering a
wide option of fare results that can cater to travellers who prefer full-service
airlines  or  low  cost  carriers,  or  a  mix  and  match  of  one-way  fares  from
different airlines.

Speaking about the enhanced search portal, Tan Sri Bashir Ahmad of Malaysia
Airports Holdings Berhad said, “With the significant improvements made on
flyKLIA.com, we  are  pleased  to present  a  more interactive and  engaging
search engine that can provide faster, cheaper and simpler travel solutions to
the world’s teeming millions.

“All this is part of our aim to ease the planning process for travellers who are
spending more time to search both low cost airlines and full service airlines’
websites, so they can build their own itineraries with the cheapest fares and
best  routes. In  essence, we are empowering  discerning  travellers  through
flyKLIA.com, to give them more confidence to own their travel decisions.”

flyKLIA.com is part of MAHB’s long term vision, KLIA Next Generation Hub, an
unprecedented move to position KLIA as a unique hub where all routes, all
airlines and all terminals will connect seamlessly in the future.  This is made
possible through the simple act of integrating the best of KL International
Airport (KLIA), one of the region’s most competitive airports with Low Cost
Carrier Terminal (LCCT), the leading low cost airport in Asia Pacific.

“By  bridging  the  two worlds  of  full  service  airlines  and  low  cost  carriers
through flyKLIA, we are presenting travellers with many new exciting ways to
see the world. And the best part about flyKLIA is that this service is offered
at no charge to travellers,” added Bashir.   

Apart  from the enhanced flight search function on flyKLIA.com, other new
features include:
�        Just For KL! designed for travellers who just want to explore places and
prices going to and from Kuala Lumpur. The cheapest air fares of the day are
displayed by dates across several months.
�        Expanded hotel search function which sources results from more than
150,000 properties worldwide including hotels, motels, hostels/backpackers,
resorts,  serviced  apartments,  and  villas.  In  addition,  the  ‘Live  Price
Comparison’  feature  allows  travellers  to  access  real-time room  rates  and
instant availability of rooms while hotel reviews are aggregated from multiple
websites to present balanced views.
�        Eyes on Malaysia and Eyes on Asia features top destinations to inspire
�        Great hotel and travel packages so travellers can save even more

TRAVEL SMARTER WITH THE NEW UPGRADED flyKLIA.com
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Bashir concluded by saying, “We are leading the way to a better tomorrow
with  new benchmarks  set  through flyKLIA. Not  only are we making  KLIA
distinct from the other airports but we also familiarising travellers with the
strength of KLIA’s network. In addition, with LCCT’s transition to KLIA2, the
future is certainly looking brighter.”

“The new way to the world is indeed through the heart of Asia - KLIA.”
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SEPANG  –  Commercial  operators  have  shown  keen  interest  in  Malaysia
Airports Holdings Berhad’s call for tender for all four (4) phases of commercial
space at klia2.
 
According  to Puan Faizah Khairuddin,  Senior General  Manager Commercial
Services,  Malaysia  Airports,  the  airport  operator  received  overwhelming
response for the tender briefing sessions with over 1,600 interested parties
comprising retailers, F&B and services operators attending the sessions.  The
overwhelming  response  was  due  to  Malaysia  Airports'  new  concept  of
innovative retailing at klia2 .

“Phase  One  of  the  tender  exercise  also  delivered  additional  revenue  by
approximately 80% over and above our expected rental for klia2. Based on
the  overall  tender  submission,  the  average  rental  ranges  from
RM300/sqm/mth to RM1,050/sqm/mth. In some cases, we received  rental
submission  that  was  as  high  as  over  RM2,000/sqm/mth.This  well
demonstrates the confidence that commercial operators have in the potential
growth and business viability at klia2, with its innovative retailing concept,”
said Puan Faizah.

Tender briefings were conducted in phases with 133 different opportunities
made available.  Phase One was conducted in December 2011, Phase Two in
end February/early March 2012, Phase 3 in April  2012 and Phase 4 in May
2012.  The first, second and third phases involved 27, 39 and 37 tenders,
respectively.  The fourth phase proved to be most exciting with 30 tenders
comprising individual lots as well as packaged deals.  All in all, 161 outlets
had been tendered for the first day of operations at klia2.

Puan Faizah revealed: “Successful bidders for Phase One will be announced
early July 2012 and they will  be notified  by post.  We received over 170
tender submissions  for Phase One.  We are very pleased  with the tender
results as it well epitomizes our travel retail aspirations for klia2.  The brands
and  products  proposed  by the  successful  bidders  were  also  perfected  by
creative concepts, originality and engagement -- values that are synonymous
with the klia2 retail brand principles.”  

“It is not too late for those who have registered for the briefing for the fourth
phase of the tender exercise to vie for a piece of the pie. Tender documents
can still be purchased until 25 June 2012. The tender submission deadline for
fourth phase is 3.00pm on 2 July 2012.  More information on the said klia2
tender briefing is available at www.klia2retail.com.my,” added Puan Faizah.

klia2 will offer an enhanced shopping, dining and relaxation experience aimed
at heightening the vibrancy of the airport.  It will also be a technology-driven,
shopper-oriented travel and lifestyle hub infused with a youthful culture.

“The commercial  spaces are designed  for success,  balancing  the needs of
retailers and customers.  We will  work together with retailers to stimulate
customers’ senses and empower them to do things their way.  There will be
ample opportunities to expand on technology platforms, marketing channels,
trends and services.

klia2 INNOVATIVE RETAIL CONCEPT ATTRACTING HIGH RENTAL
RATES
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“Our aspiration is to change the mindset of travellers, making them realise
that their vacation begins and ends at klia2.  We want to engage them and
give them an experience that is ELITE – Experiential, Liberating, Innovative,
Thrilling and Ever-changing – so that they will keep coming back for more to
explore klia2 as a destination.  In short, we want them to be ’Be Curious’ and
turn into Retail Explorers at klia2,” enthused Puan Faizah.
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